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Abstract 

ULTRA (Universal Language Translator) is a 
multi-lingua] bidirectional translation system 
between English, Spanish, German, Japanese 
and Chinese. It employs an interlingua] struc- 
ture to translate among these five languages. 
An interlingual representation is used as a deep 
structure through which any pair of these lan- 
guages can be translated in either direction. 
This paper describes some techniques used in 
the Chinese system to solve problems in word or- 
dering, language equivalency, Chinese verb con- 
stituent and prepositional phrase attachment. 
By means of these techniques translation qual- 
ity has been significantly improved. Heuristic 
search, which results in translation efficiency, is 
also discussed, 

1     Introduction of the ULTRA 
system: 

ULTRA (Universal Language Translator) is a 
multi-lingual bidirectional machine translation 
system developed at Computing Research Labo- 
ratory, New Mexico State University. It includes 
English, Spanish, German, Japanese and Chi- 
nese. The system employs an interlingual struc- 
ture, i.e. an intermediate representation (IR) is 
used as a pivot through which any pair of these 

languages can be translated in either direction. 
Each language component works independently 
to convert its own language string from/into the 
intermediate representation regardless of the lin- 
guistic expressions in any other languages. Sym- 
metric grammar rules are employed in all lan- 
guages to perform bidirectional translation. The 
vocabulary consists of 10,000 word senses for 
each language. In addition, common linguistic 
information is encoded into the interlingual lex- 
icon specifications shared by all languages. 

The intermediate representation (IR) of UL- 
TRA developed by Farwell [Farwell & Wilks, 
1990] is a data structure produced dynamically 
during the parsing of an input string. It con- 
tains syntactic, semantic and pragmatic infor- 
mation to represent what is said; how it is said; 
and why it is said during communication. The 
intermediate representation is hierarchically or- 
ganized. IR tokens which refer to definitions in 
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
[Procter et al, 1978] are encoded for word sense 
disambiguation. An intermediate representation 
for a particular sentence: 

The printer is placed to the left side of the 
display. 

will be represented as an IR in the following 
form: 

[prdctn,[type,indpnt] , 
[class,dcl], 
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[form,fin], 
[prop, [type , indpnt], 

[class,dcl], 
[pred,[tense,prs], 
     [aspect,simp], 
     [mood,indic] , 
     [voice,pasv], 
     [pol,pos], 

[rel,[type,dyn], 
     [s_case,agnt] , 
     [o_case,pat] , 
     [io_case,none], 
     [s_class,human], 
     [o_class,p_obj] , 
     [io_class,none], 
 [r_desc,place2_l]]], 
[arg,[g_rel,subj], 
     [k_rel,agnt], 
     [t_rel,top], 
 [ent,[type,nrm] , 
    [class,p_obj] , 
    [agree,ts] , 
    [det,spin], 
    [quant,unq], 
  [e_desc,printer1_3]]], 
 [p_mod,[g_rel,oo], 
       [k_rel,loc], 
       [t_rel,none] , 
  [ent,[type,nrm], 

    [class,p_prp], 
    [agree,tu] , 
    [det,spin], 
    [quant,unq], 
[e_desc,left_side_x] , 
 [e_mod,[type,oo], 

 [class,posr] , 
[ent,[type,nrm], 
    [class,p_obj], 
    [agree,ts], 
    [det,spin], 
    [quant,unq], 
[e_desc,display_x]]]]]]]. 

where the predication (prdctn) at the top 
level, basically, represents the sentential infor- 
mation and the syntactic structure, the proposi- 

tion (prop) represents the sentential information 
and the syntactic structure at the clause level, 
the predicate (pred) represents all functional in- 
formation of the verb, the argument (arg) rep- 
resents the information relating to a subject, di- 
rect object or indirect object, accordingly, the 
p_mod is a proposition modifier and the e_mod 
is an entity modifier. For detailed explanation 
see [Farwell & Wilks, 1990 or Jin, 1991]. 

This paper focuses on the techniques em- 
ployed in the Chinese system of ULTRA. The 
system consists of a Chinese grammar with 
about 200 rules and a Chinese lexicon with 
10,000 word senses. The information about se- 
mantic preferences, which is common to all lan- 
guages, is encoded separately and shared by the 
Chinese component as well as the other language 
components. 

The Chinese grammar covers a range of syn- 
tactic patterns. It also incorporates semantic 
and pragmatic information to cope with sense 
disambiguation, elided phrases and idiomatic 
expressions. The Chinese system has the form 
of a Semantic Definite Clause Grammar [Pereira 
& Warren 1980], [Huang 1985, 1988] in order to 
represent its grammar in concise manner. It is 
symmetric in the sense that both parser and gen- 
erator share the same set of grammar rules in 
order to perform bidirectional translation [Jin 
& Simmons 1986], [Wilks, 1990]. Top-down 
heuristic search algorithm is employed to achieve 
translation efficiency, 

The Chinese lexicon is specially designed to 
correlate Chinese word senses with IR tokens. 
Some information, which appears in the Chinese 
string but not in the IR structure, (such as noun 
classifier, ,... etc.), or appears in the IR 
structure but is not used in the Chinese string, 
(such as information about determiners the, a ), 
is specially encoded into the Chinese lexicon and 
used implicitly for the purposes of translation 
accuracy. Two versions of the Chinese lexicon, 
Pinyin and Chinese characters, work identically. 
Thus, Chinese translation in both a Romanized 
version and with Chinese characters is available. 
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The focus of this paper is on the discussion 
of techniques successfully used in the Chinese 
system to achieve high quality and efficiency in 
the translation. 

2     Translation accuracy: 

Language ambiguity occurs in various aspects in 
natural language processing, i.e. lexical ambi- 
guity, case ambiguity and referential ambi- 
guity. The following example illustrates these 
ambiguities: 

Please let him know when his book can be pub- 
lished. 

Two interpretations are possible: 

 
(Please let him know at what time his book 

can be, published ). 

 
(At the time that his book can be published, 

please let him know). 
The word when has different senses. Also, 

without providing a context the pronouns him 
and his are ambiguous as to whether they refer 
to the same person or different person. 

During the design of the Chinese system, sev- 
eral issues were considered in the attempt to 
arrive at translation accuracy: i.e. word or- 
dering, language equivalency, verb form con- 
stituent, and prepositional phrase attachment. 

2.1     Word ordering: 

• Clause order in a compound sentence 
with subordinate clause: the IR for a 
compound sentence with subordinate clause 
has the same representation shown below 
regardless of the placement of the depen- 
dent clause in any languages: 

[prdctn... 

[prop...[conj...], [prop_dpnt...]], 

[prop. . .]] 

In Chinese the position of dependent 
clauses in a sentence depends on the seman- 
tic nature of the conjunction used. Two or- 
ders are possible: 

prdctn::= prop [conj prop_dpnt] | 
  [conj  prop_dpnt]  prop 

In some cases the dependent clause must be 
placed first, such as: 

 
(If the printer is placed to the left side of 
the display, interference may occur on the 
display .) 

In other cases the dependent clause must be 
placed after main clause, such as: 

 
( The printer is placed to the left side of the 
display, thus, interference occur on the dis- 
play. ) 

An ordering flag is encoded in the Chinese 
conjunction lexicon to control the clause or- 
der. The lexical entry for a Chinese con- 
junction has the following form: 

conj (IR_token,Chinese,Items,Flag) 

conj(if_l, ,prop,first). 

• Ordering in a sentence with proposi- 
tion modifier (p_mod): The position of 
proposition modifier in a Chinese sentence 
also depends on semantics. Three possi- 
ble orderings for two propositional modi- 
fiers which corresponds to the same IR may 
occur, i.e. 

[prop,...[pred...],[arg...], 
[p_mod...], [p_mod...]] 

prop ::= arg p_mod pred p_mod | 
arg p_mod p_mod pred | 
arg pred p_mod p_mod 
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(The debugging system now executes nor- 
mally.) 

 
(Graphics processing systems in Japan 
rapidly develop.) 

 
( The racing car runs fast and smoothly.) 

These three sentences apply three different 
rules. The semantic case relation in the 
p_mod is used to restrict the rules applied. 
Generally, in Chinese p_mod is placed pre- 
ceding a predicate if its semantic class is 
location, temporal, direction, method, itera- 
tion or source. Otherwise, it is placed after 
the predicate, if its semantic class is extent, 
time-extent or destination. 

• Reordering in a sentence with a di- 
transitive verb: the IR for a sentence with 
a ditransitive verb has a fixed order as fol- 
lows: 

[prop...[pred...], 

[arg(subj)...], 
[arg(dobj)...], 
[arg(idobj)...]] 

Two Chinese readings can be produced 
from the above IR. i.e. 

 
(you give me this book. ) 

 
(you give this book to me.) 

In the first reading the word order in Chi- 
nese is the same as that in English, in which 
emphasis is placed on you. In the second 
reading the direct object is placed preceding 
give and a particle is inserted in front of 
the direct object to make a proper Chinese 
sentence. In this case emphasis is shifted to 

the book. The two readings are legal sen- 
tences. In the Chinese system verb transi- 
tivity information is encoded into the lexi- 
con to control the word order. 

2.2    Language equivalency: 

Language equivalency problems occurs at both 
the structural level and the lexical level. Below 
is a detailed discussion of the techniques used in 
the Chinese system. 

• Problems   of structural   equivalency: 
Some IR structures, which closely match 
the structure of English or other languages, 
may not match the structure of Chinese. 
Therefore, structural transformation is re- 
quired before generating/parsing a Chinese 
sentence from/into these IR structures, An 
example of this is: 

English:  Thank you for your reply. 

Chinese: (thank your reply.) 

Information encoded in IR: I thank you for 
your reply. 

The following transformation is made im- 
plicitly to produce appropriate translation: 

[prop...[pred...],[arg...], 
       [arg...],[p_mod]] 
<==>   [prop...[pred...], 
       [arg...]] 

• Idiomatic expressions vary from lan- 
guage to language.   A typical examples 
include date expressions.   The information 
received from the IR structure: 

[ent,[type,prop], 
    [class,date], 
    [agree,ts], 
    [det,spin], 
    [quant,unq], 
[e_desc,august_x,1,1986]] 
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will produce 

in English: August 1, 1986 

in Chinese:  
(1986 year 8 month 1 day). 
Special rules are needed to insert the proper 
w o r d s , ( y e a r ) , ( m o n t h )  
a n d , ( d a y )  
in the appropriate place. 

•  Problems of lexical  equivalency oc- 
cur in three different ways:  one-to- 
many correspondence, many-to-one corre- 
spondence or no correspondence. 

- One-to-many   correspondence:      The 
appropriate   interpretation   is   deter- 
mined by the semantic class.   For ex- 
ample IR token more_x corresponds 
to several Chinese interpretations as 
shown below: 

espec(more_x,tu, ,force). 
espec(more_x,tu, ,a_prp). 
espec(more_x,tu, ,a_obj). 

a_prp  = abstract property 
a_obj  = abstract object 

These constraints (e.g. force, a_prp, 
a_obj), which indicate the semantic 
class of the entity modified, allow 
the system to produce the appropriate 
translations as follows: 

more lift   <==>  
more detail <==>  
more paper  <==>  

• Many-to-one correspondence: The oc- 
currence   of many   IR   tokens   corre- 
sponding  to a single Chinese lexical 
item  is  usually  a case of synonymy, 
If the IR specifications of those to- 
kens  are  compatible,   different  read- 
ings which have the same meaning will 
be produced.   This case is acceptable 
in most machine translation systems. 
For example, if 

verb(begin_l,T, ). 
verb(start_3,T, ). 

are in the Chinese lexicon, two English 
readings: 
They begin to separate from the wings. 
They start to separate from the wings. 
will be produced from Chinese input 
string, 

 
No constraint is necessary as long as 
the IR specifications for begin_1 and 
start_3 are compatible. 

— No appropriate correspondence at lex- 
icon level: In this case a paraphrase 
is provided to represent the equivalent 
meaning. Two examples are: 

 
We would greatly appreciate it if you 
can explain it in detail. 

 
We would like to ask you to act as the 
chairman of an English session. 
The individual word senses for would, 
like, and appreciate do not apply for 
the collocation would like or would ap- 
preciate. Therefore, language equiva- 
lency is applied to convert would like 
into or would appreciate into  

 to assure the equivalency. 

2.3    The verb constituent: 

Unlike English, the Chinese verb does not have 
morphology to reflect tense, aspect, mood, voice 
or polarity. Instead, auxiliary verbs and spe- 
cial pre-particles or post-particles are used and 
a separate verbal constituent is made to repre- 
sent this information as shown in the list below: 
(special particles are showed in Chinese charac- 
ter). 
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The Chinese system makes use of the infor- 
mation received from the IR to produce its verb 
constituent based on the rules listed above. 

2.4     Prepositional phrase attachment: 

There are no IR tokens corresponding to prepo- 
sitions in the IR structure. Instead, the semantic 
class constraints, which play a role in restricting 
prepositional phrase attachment, are placed in 
the IR. Thus, Chinese propositional phrases are 
constructed and attached to the modified phrase 
based on the information available in the IR and 
IR lexicon matching against the information en- 
coded in the Chinese lexicon. For the sample 
sentence: 

The printer is placed to the left side. 

the information about the proposition modi- 
fier p_mod provided in the IR is: 

[p_mod,[g_rel,oo] , 
     [k_rel,loc], 
     [t_rel,none], 
[ent,[type,nrm], 

[class,p_prp], 
[agree,tu], 
[det,spin], 
[quant,unq], 
[e_desc,left_side_x]]] 

It indicates that the phrase to the left side has 
semantic class p_prp (physical property). It at- 
taches to the predicate place2_1 by case relation 
loc (location). The semantic class of the predi- 
cate place2_l is action which is encoded in the 
IR specification. The Chinese preposition lexi- 
con has the following information: 

prep(to_p, ,nil,action,p_prp,loc). 

Once the information provided by the IR struc- 
ture and the IR specification matches against 
the preference encoded in the Chinese prepo- 
sitional lexicon, the right prepositional phrase 
attachment is carried out. 

In summary, issues in word order, language 
equivalency , verb form constituency and prepo- 
sitional phrase attachment all affect translation 
accuracy. 

3     Translation efficiency: 

As the coverage of the system is extended, the 
translation efficiency becomes increasingly more 
critical. Obviously, blind search results in high 
cost and inefficiency during computation. Lin- 
guistic knowledge (such as: a compound sen- 
tence must contain at least one conjunction; a 
complex sentence may contain more than one 
verb; a discourse modifier usually appears at 
the beginning of a sentence; and, an impera- 
tive sentence begins with a verb, ... etc.) can 
be used as a heuristic in order to reduce the 
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cost and increase efficiency. The Chinese sys- 
tem employs a top-down, depth-first searching 
algorithm- Therefore, the choices at the highest 
level of the grammar hierarchy have the greatest 
effect on efficiency. The system uses the heuris- 
tic in the following ways: 

• Organizing grammar rules in a hierarchy 
depending on the syntactic consideration. 
Search is controlled by the following heuris- 
tic: 

- Search for a conjunction in the input 
string at the top level to avoid ap- 
plying compound proposition rules to 
a simple sentence and simple proposi- 
tion rules to compound sentences. For 
example: 

 
( The pilot can increase the speed of the 
airplane or he can increase the angle 
of attack.) 
The discovery of a conjunction  
(or ) between two clauses directs the 
search  to the compound proposition 
rules. 

- Count   the  number  of verbs   in   the 
sentence to direct the application of 
proposition rules with either simple or 
complex arguments as is appropriate 
given the count.   Following sentences 
give the examples in this case: 

 
(Please send a list of the people who 
participated in the discussion in the 
conference room.) 
(number of verb = 2, a case of an ar- 
gument with relative clause.) 

 
( We would like to ask you to act as 
the chairman of an English session. ) 
(number of verb = 3, a case of an in- 
finitive propositional argument.) 

 
(Please send me a list.) 
(number of verb = 1, a case of simple 
argument.) 

— Check the first word in the input string 
at the top level to identify sentences 
which begin with a discourse modifier. 
e.g. 

 
(However, I need some more infor- 
mation.) 
The same strategy is also applied at 
propositional level to check the first 
word in an input string to identify sen- 
tences beginning with a verb. e.g. 

 
(Thank you for your reply of August 
1, 1986.) 

• Block an inadequate search branch at an 
early  stage  by  checking  semantic  match 
constraints  for  each   constituent   pair  to 
avoid unnecessary search. 

• Find  the clause boundary  for compound 
sentences in advance by searching for a con- 
junction or by checking transitivity features 
for verbs to avoid misapplying inappropri- 
ate rules.    There are two types of com- 
pound sentences: In the first case, in which 
the conjunction is embedded between two 
clauses, the clause boundary can easily be 
discovered by searching for a conjunction. 
In the second case, in which a conjunction 
appears as the first word in the string, the 
clause boundary is determined by checking 
the transitivity feature of the verb.   This 
constraint prevents the direct object of the 
first clause from being mistakenly treated 
as the subject of the second clause because 
of the unknown clause boundary. 

In summary, the use of these heuristics results 
in translation efficiency. The detailed descrip- 
tion is in [Jin, 1991]. 
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4 Conclusion: 

The Chinese system works either independently, 
parsing an Chinese input string into an IR struc- 
ture and generating an Chinese string from an 
IR, or dependently as a subsystem of ULTRA, 
translating a Chinese string from/into any of 
the other four languages. Intermediate repre- 
sentations (IRs) make it possible for Chinese to 
translate from/into additional languages with- 
out further modification. Symmetric grammar 
rules, initially developed on a limited corpus 
[Jin, 1986], have been scaled up to handle var- 
ious types of texts including expository texts, 
business letters, e_mail messages as well as menu 
type documentation. As the coverage is ex- 
tended, high quality and efficiency are assured 
by using the techniques described above. Fur- 
ther research is needed on the issues involved 
in keeping translation accuracy while relaxing 
constraints, and in maintaining translation effi- 
ciency while reducing redundancy for the pur- 
pose of robustness. Furthermore, by integrating 
other NLP techniques into the system, such as 
techniques for the modeling the pragmatics of 
belief ascription, natural language semantics, as 
well as techniques for the large-scale extraction 
of meaning from dictionaries and other texts, 
a fully automatic advanced MT system looks 
promising in the future [Wilks & Farwell 1990]. 
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